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Equity markets were mostly quite strong in the first quarter, and many indices globally were at or close to new highs. The key drivers were strong
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deterioration did not happen: the UK economy, for example, has come through the first post-Brexit months much stronger than estimated, even
political
limitations, harsh realities and likely compromises that any attempt by the Trump administration to reflate the US economy

though there remains considerable doubt as to what the exit process will mean for the economy. Uncertainty is not usually good for economies, but
it hasn’t bitten in the UK as yet. This may be partly because of the cushion provided by a weaker currency, but also because no actual change has
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taken place as yet – for companies reviewing investment and employment plans, there is a long way to go to implementation.
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it is not clear that all markets are convinced, and in spite of reasonable growth, the yield on US government 10-year bonds fell in March even though
concurrently
positions equity as an attractive asset class for 2017 in our view.
it is now clear that the Federal Reserve expects to continue raising rates and that the inflation rate is close to the target. The resulting narrowing of
the gap between short term and long term interest rates can be interpreted in several ways, but the fact that it involves a decrease in the long term
yield at least suggests that the bond market believes there is no significant risk that inflation will be allowed to overshoot.

That doesn’t mitigate the risk that long bond yields can rise further: a 2.4% 10-year yield is not historically consistent with inflation levels at or close
to 2%, and higher yields may yet be a necessary adjustment to more “normal” financial conditions. The most likely trigger for such a move would
be rising bond yields elsewhere: at present, the weight of funds seeking higher yields will still find US rates attractive, as rates in other developed
markets are even lower than in the US. As growth improves elsewhere, and the deflation threat recedes (as it did in the US), rates will rise.
For equity markets, good economic fundamentals are now backed by a strong turn in the corporate earnings cycle, particularly but not only in the
US. This has persuaded investors that it is reasonable to pay more for each unit of earnings, so multiples have expanded.
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This is particularly true when keeping in mind that the Federal Reserve raised US interest rates another 25bps in March, and
signaled that further rate hikes in 2017 are very much on the cards. Fixed income investors face the unappealing certainty of
capital erosion in a rising rate environment. Equities tend to outperform bonds in an upturn, as higher rates are counterbalanced
by improving earnings growth as the underlying economy recovers.
This doesn’t imply that investors should think 2017 will be smooth sailing: if election results in 2016 taught us anything, it is
that the future is inherently unknowable, and unlikely outcomes should be expected. The risk of further political instability in
Europe is one such factor, and the German, Italian and French elections will be closely watched for signs of further traction of the
protectionist FDPOPNJDmindset that has emerged since the middle of 2016.
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taxation, it’s a large adjustment that appears to fully anticipate the possible change, and there is significant room for disappointment.
Elsewhere, multiples have also risen sharply even though the immediate outlook is more mixed, even where there may be a less clear path for
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Trump agenda being implemented without some big concessions. By and large, US equities lagged for the remainder of March as
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suggest that there is at last some element of synchronized global growth taking hold. While we are unlikely to see global GDP growth
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beyond the near-term drivers and find businesses that will survive and thrive for many years to come.
ACTIONS TAKEN
Given a favourable global economic backdrop and improved corporate earnings cycle, the allocation to equity was increased at the expense of fixed
0VUMPPL
interest over the quarter. Our fixed income strategy remains defensively positioned in short to medium-dated issues. We expect some clarity on
fiscal reforms from President Trump to provide another fillip for sentiment and the
economy, driving yields higher.

As previously mentioned, we believe there are signs of synchronized global growth from major developing economies. Combined
CONCLUSION
with the Fed hiking rates in the US, we think the outlook for equities are reasonably positive for 2017, barring any major adverse

geopolitical outcomes. Emerging markets in particular may benefit, as commodity prices have recovered markedly, and valuations

Bob Dylan’s “The Times They Are A-changin’” has never been more fitting than now, as the winds of political change are being felt in many
are not as expensive relative to developed markets.
countries. The rise in protectionism and anti-establishment sentiments have resulted in two very unexpected outcomes during 2016. There are
significant unknowns and risks that will affect the longevity of the European Union and global trade in an ‘America First’ and Brexit world, with
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will stick to our process: finding businesses with a durable competitive edge that are exposed to markets experiencing structural
We
do not pretend to know how it all plays out and what lies ahead in the coming year. Opportunities will present themselves as the year unfolds
growth.
and our relentless focus on long term valuations will stand the fund in good stead. Diversification is the name of the game for success and will assist
us in navigating through what is expected to be another year full of surprises. For now, we remain overweight Equity.
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Reserve raised US interest rates another 25bps in March, and

signaled that further rate hikes in 2017 are very much on the cards. Fixed income investors face the unappealing certainty of
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